
INTRODUCTION

Insurance is one industry where the changes take

place thick and fast and the global insurance market is

always under pressure to transform in tune with the digital

advancement. The challenge before the insurance

companies is to leverage the technology for the benefit

of customer to manage their wealth, health, life style or

property and enhance the customer experience to new

level. With the evolution of new business modules and

digital applications, insurers across the globe are actively

engaged in offering value-added services as a means to

differentiate their companies in a highly competitive

market. The distribution of insurance has undergone a

sea change in the recent past and the stream of new

technologies in the industry is on the increase every day.

Some of the key areas wherein insurance focus quite

intensively include Block chain technology, Artificial

Intelligence and Internet of things. The expectation of

the customers is also quickly evolving and they expect

similar experience to which they encounter when doing

business with online retail and customer goods. Let us

see some of the TOP companies are working now across

the world.

Automation and artificial intelligence:

Various business routines in insurance industry often

require less decision making skill and also of repetitive in

nature. The focus has always been to automate the

regular processes so that more value added services can

be ensured to customers. Engaging technologies like

Artificial intelligence and machine learning open up new
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vistas for business development. This not only reduces

the cost of operation to a significant extent but cut the

process time too. Many companies have come out with

Chatbots that engage in personalized interaction with

customers and resolve their queries. This also enables a

customer understand the nuances much better without

loss of time. Similarly, AI techniques enable insurers to

get hold of better customer insights by analyzing large

volumes of data from different digital platforms and social

media. This help companies to make a more meaningful

analysis of customer preferences and also play a vital

role in fraud detection and claim verification.

More value added services:

As the field is highly competitive, companies vie with

each other to introduce a variety of value added services

to retain their customer fold. These services prove to be

means for competitive differentiation and building long-

term relationship with the customers. The customer

loyalty largely depends on his or her satisfaction level

with the companies and here comes the need for insurers

to establish their might in differentiation in their services.

The advancements in digital technology and mobile

application help to companies to overcome this challenge.

Some of the value-added services that are presently

offered by companies include applications on Health

Management, Customer care and Property Management.

For example, a Health Management application provides

detailed information on good health habits, medication

methods and teleconsultation. These types of the Lifestyle

Management tools are seen as an attractive value

proposition by the customers.
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These applications tend to enhance the frequency

of interactions between the customers and insurers

thereby ensuring long-term relationship. The right kind

of value added service can also play an effective role for

the insurers in lowering their claims cost through proactive

risk mitigation. Life Insurance can utilize value added

services to not only differentiate from their competitors

but also open up new revenue streams.

Advanced analytics:

A proper use of analytics would help insurers to

increase their margin with enhanced customer. With more

and more number of customers utilizing connected devices,

insurers now enjoy the advantage or extracting real-time

data. This can help them to proactively respond to the

customer exposure and come out with personalized and

timely interventions. Further, the insurers can segment

their customers based on their needs, optimize business

strategies, achieve more accurate risk assessment, ensure

competitive premium pricing and identify new

opportunities for growth.

Analytics play a vital role in risk mitigation for the

insurers. They can use a combination of techniques such

as predictive modeling and database searches to achieve

better fraud analytics. General insurers have a greater

scope in the sense they can monitor traffic on the road,

weather conditions, and warn customers accordingly.

Thus, the data gathered can be used to identify high-risk

trends such as the most common reasons for claims in a

particulars product line which can be used to mitigate

those causes in order to improve the underwriting loss

ratio. Data analytics will develop the capability of an

insurer to correctly identify the customers who are

unlikely to last for long as well as claims that pose minimal

risk and are found to be safe. World-over, insurers are

inventing in more efficient technologies such as Block

chain, Robotic process Automation, Internet of Things

and Artificial Intelligences to name a few. These

technologies, besides offering advanced analytical data,

will result in streamlining the business workflows and

drive better cost efficiencies.

Offering flexi products (Plans):

Insurance companies today face the challenge of

not only retaining their old customers but on boarding

new once too. One-size-fits-all kind products are no longer

in the preference list of millennial customers. They are

shifting their preference to on-demand insurance life style

products. Lifestyle applications will play a crucial role in

evolving the relationship between the insurer and the

insured. The insurers need to explore new product that

are based on customer life events to offer customers

right products to suit the right time. Instead of building

multiple products to suit to the life event , insurers, of

late, come out with single plan with a variety of benefits

that take care of life cycle needs of a customer.

Flexible coverage options, micro insurance and peer-

to-peer insurance will become viable option in the long

run.

This will also enable accurate risk assessment and

personalized premium. The increase in life expectancy

is a major factor that determines the preferences of a

customer who no longer feels the necessity to go in for

traditional plans. More flexible, on-demand products will

surely spur the growth in the industry and the insurers

can focus more closely on untapped segments too with

innovative products. This will also lower customer

churning and increase customer relation significantly.

Introducing new distribution channels:

Insurers are leveraging technology of expand into

newer and digital distribution channels. Though individual

agents still command with a sizeable share in the

individual life market distribution, the growth of digital

channels are increasing by leaps and bounds. The ever

evolving insurance eco-system will enable seamless

collaboration of insurers with their distributors. That is

more relevant today is to out to the customers via their

most preferred channel rather than insurer’s most

Preferred channel? In this regard. Digital platforms

play a more meaningful role to connect customers with

their insurer of choice. Payment Banks, Chatbots, call

Centers, Online Portals, Mobile applications and P2P

insurance platforms are some of the fast emerging

channels of distribution. Added to this, emergence of

robust and dynamic online comparison platform will

ensure market transparency to a great extent. Thus, the

transformation to digital-first business will unlock host of

new values to the customers and companies have to align

with the new trends too quickly to retain their position in

the market.
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